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What is a reaction paper?

In general, it is a text in which we react or give our impressions towards something. There are a few 

structures of different kinds of reaction paper. We are going to focus on a more personal perspective 

within this reaction paper.  

The reaction paper is different from an essay because it is significatively shorter.  

For this handout learning purpose, we are going to structure the reaction paper in the following way:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nombre: ______________________________________________PUNTAJE IDEAL: GRADE 1 (55pts) GRADE 2 (30pts) 

Objetivo: 

OA3 Utilizar su conocimiento del inglés en la comprensión y producción de textos orales y escritos breves y claros, con el fin de 

construir una postura personal crítica en contextos relacionados con sus intereses e inquietudes. 

  La siguiente guía de trabajo debe ser entregada completa el VIERNES 27 de NOVIEMBRE, 2020. Entre las 8:30 a las 16:00 

horas, al siguiente correo: departamentoinglespdv@gmail.com 

• La presente guía debe ser contestada en un archivo WORD o PDF 

• Esta guía se promediará con las siguientes y tiene carácter de EVALUACIÓN FORMATIVA. 

• Se responderán las consultas a través del siguiente correo electrónico: departamentoinglespdv@gmail.com en horario 

de lunes a viernes de 9:00 a 14:00. 

• El asunto del correo de consulta o entrega DEBE INDICAR EL CURSO Y NOMBRE DEL ESTUDIANTE. 

TITLE OF THE PAPER 

   By author 

INTRODUCTION-------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------- 

BODY---------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------- 

----------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------- 

CONCLUSION----------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------- 

Here it goes YOUR NAME. Not 

the name of the person who 

did or make the thing you are 

reacting to.  

Here you give details of the 

piece you are reacting to, such 

as the author, publishing year, 

topic, source, etc. Finishing 

with a thesis statement First paragraph gives further 

details of what you saw, read, 

or watched.  

This section already shows 

your perception and opinions 

about the piece you are 

reacting to.  In the conclusion we state our 

feelings and invite the reader 

to experience or reflect upon 

the same 

object/movie/book/etc.  
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<<<<<EXAMPLE>>>>> 

This is the video I reacted to: https://youtu.be/5A09HhxXht4  

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/digital-nomad/2011/09/24/school-in-japan/ 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Schools in Japan  
 by Michelle Miralles 

 Schools in Japan is a short documentary by Andrew Evans, which is uploaded as 

an audiovisual resource at the National Geographic webpage. It was published on 

September 24, 2011. This documentary gives us a quick view of the regular tasks of young 

students in Japan which makes us wonder: are we really caring about good education? 

 The first thing we are shown is the discipline that conducts every child behavior. 

Whether they are piano lessons, calligraphy or poems, students come to class prepared to 

learn and put every single effort to make the most out of their lessons. The second thing 

that caught my attention was respect. Students not only show respect for their 

environment, recycling and cleaning their own school, but also show the utmost respect 

for their teachers. They have a class leader which finishes class time by guiding their 

classmates to thank the teacher for the lesson. The third and last thing shown is the order. 

Everything has a time to be done, and everybody has a task to do. Everyone cooperated 

to get things done fairly and perfectly. When everything is finished, they assess themselves 

on how they performed the tasks and even their attitude towards their actions.  

 Japanese people seem to have found the key to education: integral education. 

Here in Chile, we are apparently more focused on knowledge and content than any kind 

of quality education. Knowledge is not all. What is a genius good for if they do not have 

moral values or know how to interact properly with the environment and other people? 

We would love to see our students taking care for the common spaces, for example. 

However, I have lost count of the many times in which I had to stay after class to clean up 

all the mess student left behind. It’s embarrassing to see that we are producing some 

students ready for a standardized test and not for a responsible and respectful adulthood.  

 This documentary made me feel like we are doing everything wrong, and as a 

teacher, I cannot simply look away. We need to let our students know that discipline is 

not about being harsh to them. It is about building character, develop skills, and act 

according values that are priceless to our society. We need to think again. If we are 

measuring quality of education by the results in a test and not by how students grow up 

being good, independent, useful, collaborative, healthy people. 

Short summary and 

thesis statement at 

the end 

Aspects that called 

my attention. Pay 

attention: THERE 

ARE NO PERSONAL 

OPINIMIONS 

Personal 

opinion. Look at 

the use of 

words “seem”, 

“apparently”, 

rhetorical 

questions and 

first-person 

narration 

- Reference to the 

thesis statement 

according to my 

personal 

impressions.  

- Invite the reader 

to react or 

motivate 

curiosity to 

watch 

- Use of 2nd 

person plural 

“we” to involve 

the reader 

https://youtu.be/5A09HhxXht4
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ITEM 1 for GRADE 1. Now it’s your turn. You can WRITE A REACTION PAPER about following videos 

(25pts) 

- 5pts = correct text structure 

- 5pts = use of accurate vocabulary, grammar, and syntax. 

- 5pts = originality and depth of reflection 

- 5pts =  concordance/agreement of the topic of the reaction paper and its corresponding video. 

- 5pts = Word count = 300 – 500 words 

 

1. The New Zealand school system: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrDDdj8myM4  

Guiding question: What are the main differences with our school system and how does it make 

you feel? 

 

2. The Finnish school system “why Finland’s schools outperform most others across the 

developed world” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xCe2m0kiSg  

Guiding question: What do you think about them spending time with their teachers at lunch 

time and having so many options for free time? Do you think that for having a number so limited 

of school hours a week students need to make the most out of the time they spend at school? 

 

3. How Japanese method encourages creative kids: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXnugJEcVE8  

Guiding question: are we encouraging creative students? What are the positive and negative 

aspects of our education system in comparison with Japanese system? 

 

4. Most dangerous ways to get to school: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzpT_MFcWU0  

Guiding question: How does it make you feel that some students risk their lives and put so much 

effort in attending to school and we, as students, sometimes don’t even pay attention in class?  

 

LAS GUIDING QUESTION NO SON OBLIGATORIAS. ES SÓLO PARA AYUDARLE A REFLEXIONAR.  

 

ITEM 2 for grade 1: SUMMARY. (30pts- 15pts each) 

 

A) Make a personal summary of your reaction paper in no more than 150 words.  

B) Make a summary of your reaction paper using the RENNS method. There shouldn’t be more 

than 50 words.  

- 5pts = use of accurate vocabulary, grammar, and syntax. 

- 5pts =  concordance/agreement of the topic of the reaction paper and its corresponding video. 

- 5pts = Word count  

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrDDdj8myM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xCe2m0kiSg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXnugJEcVE8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzpT_MFcWU0
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ITEM 3 for grade 2: SPEAKING. (30pts) 

Record an audio of yourself giving your REACTION PAPER as a PUBLIC SPEECH. Make sure to cover the 

following aspects:  

- Clear and accurate pronunciation: I need to understand what you are saying without reading, so 

you need to verify each word you don’t usually use or know and practice) (10pts) 

- Intonation and intention: your tone of voice must convey meaning. This means that you have to 

make sure your audio reflects some “texture”. This mustn’t be a plain, dull text. (10pts) 

- Volume and pace: The audio must be loud enough and the rhythm must allow a clear 

understanding of the speech. FAST IS NOT NECESSARILY FLUENT. (10pts) 

Send the audio with the reaction paper and the summary via e-mail. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

…AND WE FINISHED!!!!!! 

 

Thank you so much for participating on this particularly challenging year. I hope you make the most out 

of it and you feel proud of what you were able to do. I really wish you all well and I hope some day we 

run into each other and smile.  

 

Huge virtual hugs,  

 

Miss M. 


